The rapid global urbanization of the past century poses several challenges for planners and policy makers. In particular, the conflation of social and urban issues must be understood to create sustainable and livable urban places. In this regard, it was our aim to model and understand the relationship between urban characteristics and peoples' perceived quality of urban life (QoUL) using statistical analysis and geospatial modeling. We selected objective variables representing urban characteristics based on literature and used principal components analysis to develop uncorrelated components. These components served as the independent variables in a multiple linear regression analysis. The subjective, dependent variables were extracted from a QoUL survey. Results indicated that only the Education/Income component is related to QoUL (R 2 of 0.46). Using only single independent variables in a linear model explained 46% of the total variance-over 10% higher than any previously determined relationship between objective variables and subjective QoUL. Furthermore, we found that subjective high QoUL and subjective low QoUL were not strongly correlated, indicating that they are affected by different objective variables, respectively. This suggests that future efforts of increasing QoUL need to define their goals more precisely, as measures for increasing perceptions of high QoUL are likely different from measures for decreasing perceptions of low QoUL.
Introduction
The rapid global urbanization of the past century poses implications and challenges for planners and policy makers. Necessary measures of urban densification have led to the conflation of social and urban issues, which must be understood and considered for sustainable urban planning. In this regard, quality of urban life studies have drawn much attention in political and academic debate in recent decades. The idea behind quality of urban life (QoUL) studies is to measure and assess the relationship between the social and urban characteristics of a place and its perceived quality of life. Many QoUL scholars support the notion that quality, regardless of what entity is being measured, consists of both subjective perceptions and objective reality [1] . Thus, it is necessary to consider both the objective and subjective dimensions-and the relationships between them-to understand the human quality of urban life experience [2, 3] .
Numerous QoUL studies measuring cause and effect between objective and subjective indicators have been conducted [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , and various models representing the relationship between objective reality and subjective experience have been proposed, for example [2, 13, 14] . These models generally include several variables that are considered to play a role in the overall QoUL perspective at different geographic scales [15] . However, Marans [1] noted that empirical studies were necessary to investigate the relationships suggested in such conceptual models.
To this end, several empirical studies attempting to link subjective and objective QoUL have been conducted in the last decade [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Many of these studies found direct or indirect (using proxies) statistical relationships between indicator pairs at certain spatial scales (Table 1) . However, a recurring issue seems to be the availability and quality of subjective datasets used for such analyses, since these tend to be expensive and time-consuming to elicit, and comprehensive spatial coverage is oftentimes not given. Objective data, on the other hand, such as demographic census data, geometry data, community data, economic data, and so on, are generally openly available at moderately fine spatial resolutions. A comprehensive, spatially transferable measure for QoUL based on objective data alone is elusive. But why? Are we measuring the appropriate characteristics? Does spatial aggregation mask the relationship between objective and subjective data? Previous research has used various spatial scales for observational data (e.g., through a survey of individuals) and aggregated data for the analysis (e.g., census units of mean/median values). We agree, based on the ecological fallacy principle, that a model for one spatial scale might not be appropriate for another spatial scale. A model based on objective data that accurately reflects the subjective dimension would, therefore, be of great scientific value, as it would allow the QoUL of regions not covered by subjective surveys to be predicted, albeit at the same spatial scale. This would provide valuable insight into the population's perceptions of and satisfaction with urban landscapes, which is crucial for planners and policy makers in a time of unprecedented urban growth and demand. The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between objective measures and subjective perception of QoUL using multivariate linear and non-linear models at a moderate spatial aggregate level. Both raw data and principal component analysis (PCA) were used to conceptually model the QoUL perception in selected urbanized study areas in New Zealand. The areas studied in this research comprise the wider Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch regions. These regions were selected as they house most of the country's key functions related to the government, tertiary education system, and business enterprises. The growing commercial interests in these key areas, accompanied by rapid population growth, have led to a number of social issues including soaring house prices and the displacement of marginalized population groups to certain districts, which are now facing poverty, overcrowding and ill health. Such regional disparities need to be addressed by planners and policy makers so that sustainable measures can be implemented, and that deprivation can be reduced in New Zealand's key urban areas. Thus, it is important to identify, if possible, the objective urban and demographic attributes as proxies for subjective QoUL. Subsequently, regions with low modeled QoUL can be identified, and measures can be taken to increase the QoUL of deprived areas. To be clear, we are suggesting the aggregate levels of QoUL can be targeted by governmental or non-governmental urban measures, and individual QoUL improved indirectly (as the models in this research are constructed with aggregated data, as most other models are).
To this end, we sought to develop a model for predicting QoUL in New Zealand, based on the analysis of openly available objective indicators. Subjective QoL data from the 2014 New Zealand Quality of Life Survey were used at the moderate aggregate level to develop the model. The underlying hypothesis for our model is that the subjective QoL per region is a product of the objective economic, community, and environmental aspects present in the respective region. Our metrics, thereby, represent a landscape context and modeling perspective. A noted assumption is the empirical modeled relationship, built on data for the key greater urban centers in New Zealand, is transferable to other geographic areas with similar characteristics (in terms of economic, community and environmental aspects) and at a similar spatial scale. These aims and hypotheses are preceded by an initial literature review, to identify objective indicators likely to predict subjective satisfaction, followed by a correlation and PCA to determine which of these variables predict QoUL in New Zealand. Multiple and simple linear regressions were used to assess the strength and form of models for predicting QoUL.
Background
To determine the relative importance of various objective characteristics for the subjective perception of QoUL, it is necessary to contextualize objective indicators with subjective assessments using models that investigate the (statistical) relationships between both dimensions [15] . Geographic information systems (GISs) possess the integrative capability of contextualizing survey data, census data, community data, and environmental data based on location, and thus, providing a common denominator for a subsequent relationship-analysis. As such, various aspects of geocoded subjective survey data and contextualized urban attributes can be quantified by means of bivariate and multivariate statistical analyses [15] . This notion was first proposed by Marans [1] , who highlighted analysis possibilities for planning and policy making, but has since been applied by a number of scholars, e.g., [5, [7] [8] [9] 12] , all of whom determined some, albeit weak, statistical relationships between objective and subjective indicators mapped to areal units. Similar findings were obtained by other QoUL studies, which determined statistical links between objective and subjective QoUL based on suburbs, districts, cities, or regions, e.g., [6, 10, 11] .
One early such district-based QoUL study was conducted in 2001 by Türksever and Atalik [11] , who utilized multiple linear regression modeling to determine independent (objective) variables predicting life satisfaction in the metropolitan area of Istanbul, based on districts. The authors determined that objective health, climate, crowding, sporting, housing conditions, travel to work, and environmental pollution are the major determinants of subjective satisfaction in Istanbul (generalized from all districts).
Going beyond the spatial scale of districts, McCrea et al. [7] conducted path analyses to determine links between objective urban and demographic characteristics and subjective satisfaction on three spatial levels (in their analysis termed "domains"): housing level, neighborhood level, and wider metropolitan area level in the study area of South East Queensland. They further analyzed the impact of satisfaction in each respective domain on overall life satisfaction. Interestingly, neighborhood satisfaction was shown to be far less important in predicting overall life satisfaction than the other two domains, although nonetheless indirectly impacting life satisfaction through the other domain levels [7] .
To further explore the relationship between objective and subjective QoUL indicators, McCrea et al. [8] spatially contextualized subjective QoUL perceptions and objective urban indicators using a GIS. They subsequently applied structural equation modeling to determine and quantify statistical relationships between the respective objective and subjective indicators in regard to services, facilities, and overcrowding [8] . They determined that overall subjective QoUL is correlated with both subjective access and subjective overcrowding, together accounting for 34% of the total variation. In the second step of the analysis, the relationship between objective latent variables and perceived QoUL was tested, where the authors determined that the relationship between objective access and subjective QoUL was completely mediated by subjective access [8] . Objective density and objective cost of housing, on the other hand, were only partially mediated by subjective overcrowding regarding overall subjective QoUL.
Furthermore, McCrea [9] conducted a multivariate analysis using generalized linear modeling to test the relationship between objective indicators and subjective QoUL, and, again, found that only some of the examined objective factors significantly predicted subjective QoUL. These factors were the coastal environment, household environment, and socioeconomic environment, while objective characteristics of the built environment were merely weak predictors of subjective QoUL [9] .
Another study that found only weak links between objective and subjective QoUL variables was conducted by Liao [6] , who analyzed the QoUL in cities and counties of Taiwan. The investigated variables included medical services, domestic finances, work, education, leisure, public safety, and environmental quality [6] . Liao applied nonparametric correlation analyses (Kendall's tau-b and Spearman's rho) and determined significant correlations between subjective satisfaction with the residential environment and the objective indicators of environmental quality and education. For all other variables, however, no significant correlations with overall satisfaction were found.
In contrast to Liao [6] , Keul and Prinz [5] determined several correlations between subjective and objective measures in their indicator-based QoUL study in Salzburg, Austria. The authors determined population density, housing, greenery, neighbors, and safety correlate positively and highly with overall perceived QoUL [5] .
Similarly to McCrea et al. [8] , von Wirth et al. [12] also utilized structural equation modeling to test the direct and indirect (mediated) impacts of objective indicators on subjective QoL in the Limmattal area of Switzerland. The authors found a significant relationship (R −0.61) between objective access and perceived access, and between objective safety and perceived safety. They subsequently investigated the degree to which objective latent variables are mediated through their subjectively perceived counterparts and determined that objective access was only partially mediated by subjective access and, thus, still weakly associated with perceived QoUL [12] .
The findings of the strength of a statistical relationship between objective and subjective indicators must be couched in the spatial aggregation scale of the data in the analysis. The relationship between the scale of observation/analysis and the statistical correlation has long been conjectured and demonstrated in different disciplines, such as statistics [16] , geography [17] , and cartography [18] . Based on the different spatial scales and cultural settings of the study areas, and on the different range of selected indicators, data elicitation techniques, and various statistical methods, the findings of these studies are neither fully comparable nor spatially transferrable. Most notably, a strong statistical relationship between objective variables and subjective QoUL seems elusive. The generally weak correlation found between subjective and objective QoUL indicators can be partially attributed to the issue of scale discordance, which recognizes that "the territorial base of an individual's subjective evaluation may not coincide with the boundaries of the units used for the collection of objective data" [19] (p. 1). Even using multiple objective variables to predict QoUL has resulted in "statistically significant" relationships, albeit with very low (e.g., 36%) explanatory power. This notion is underpinned by the seemingly parallel study designs of McCrea et al. [8] and von Wirth et al. [12] , both of whom analyzed measures of access by means of structural equation modeling, yet obtained differing results. While McCrea et al. merely determined a weak link between objective and subjective access, von Wirth et al. found the same relationship to be relatively strong [12] . The authors of the latter study postulate that this discrepancy may be attributed to the different nature of the two study areas (compact vs. vast), whereby they quote Angur [20] (p. 51) in that "congruence among objective and subjective indicators was stronger when the neighborhoods in question were small". This, in turn, contradicts the findings of Oswald and Wu [10] , who determined a significant and strong state-by-state correlation (R = 0.6 or 36% explanatory power) between objective QoUL variables and the subjective QoUL dimension in a large-scale U.S.-wide study. Their prestigious study, published in Science Magazine, incorporated an unprecedented number (1.3 million) of subjective QoUL perceptions by U.S. citizens, that were found to be significantly predicted by seven banded objective variables, including household income, and sociodemographic variables such as age, gender, ethnicity, education, marital status, and employment type [10] .
This ongoing discordance between findings of studies investigating the relationships between objective and subjective quality of life, together with the agreement among scholars that understanding this complex relationship is of utmost importance for planners and policy makers [6, 8, 15, 21] is what drives the need for further empirical investigations into the matter. To this end, the present study seeks to develop a QoUL prediction model, to predict the district-based spatial distribution of average QoUL based solely on objective variables, but subsequently validated with subjective QoUL survey data. We, therefore, used the case study area of the three main metropolitan regions of New Zealand: Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch.
Methodology

Aim and Hypothesis
The aim of this study is to develop a model for predicting the quality of urban life in New Zealand's urban areas, based on the analysis of objective indicators, and subsequently validated with subjective QoUL survey data. The underlying hypothesis for the model is that the subjectively perceived QoUL per region is a product of the objective economic, community, and environmental aspects present in the respective region [1] . A further assumption is that a model based on a few urban centers is transferable to other geographic areas with similar characteristics and at a similar spatial scale (in terms of economic, community and environmental aspects).
Objective Indicator Selection and Data Preparation
This study builds on the findings of the previous GIS-based QoUL studies outlined in the previous section. Thus, we utilize the objective indicators that have previously been empirically demonstrated to predict subjective QoUL as a whole, or certain aspects of it (such as housing satisfaction, neighborhood satisfaction, etc.). Table 1 provides an overview of the location-based QoUL studies that examined possible correlations between objective and subjective aspects of QoUL, together with the respective statistical method implemented and the indicators found to be significant. Six of the eight studies (McCrea [9] is one dissertation thesis, however, outlining several investigations) identified aspects of housing as a predictor of subjective QoUL, while three studies identified population density (although termed as "crowding" in the study by Türksever and Atalik [11] ), and two identified objective access to facilities as significant predictors. All other indicators were only identified in one of the studies.
The list of indicators suggested from previous research was reduced to include only economical, community, and environmental aspects (as suggested by Marans [1] ), while disregarding factors with high personal and temporal variance such as health, sporting, travel to work, and neighbors-indicators identified as significant predictors of life satisfaction by Türksever and Atalik [11] and Keul and Prinz [5] . Furthermore, the indicators of housing age, indoor temperature, crime, and pollution had to be disregarded in this present study, as no reliable, comprehensive datasets with this information were available for the study area. Climatic indicators, such as winter and summer low/high temperatures do not vary substantially across New Zealand and were therefore not included.
The remaining indicators were grouped into economic, environmental, and community aspects (including urban aspects such as housing, access to facilities, population density, etc.), and respective indicators were selected for each aspect ( Table 2) . Indicator data were obtained at the ward level (New Zealand administrative districts) from various official sources, including the 2013 New Zealand census, official council reports and websites, Statistics New Zealand, and national GIS datasets. These indicators provided the basis for a PCA. Before a PCA was conducted, some of the objective indicators were standardized, since many of them were measured on different scales. For example, absolute values, such as the number of facilities, are often proportional to the area of the ward and were therefore converted to relative values before being used in the PCA (outlined in Section 3.4).
Subjective Validation Data
The New Zealand Quality of Life Project (NZQOLP) was initiated in 1999 and focused on collecting the subjective views of New Zealand residents on social, economic, and environmental indicators that are not available from official sources (Quality of Life Survey 2014-Technical Report). The project was founded in response to the concern of increasing urbanization in New Zealand, with the key goal of informing and aiding planners and decision-makers in the optimization of QoUL in New Zealand's urban areas (NZQOLP Website). Although the wider NZQOLP was discontinued in 2007, a quality of life survey continued to be administered on a two-year basis by participating councils. According to the Quality of Life Survey 2014-Technical Report: "the objective of the survey is to measure residents' perceptions of aspects of living in large urban areas, including contact with neighbors, transport and safety", with the aim of providing data to both councils and the general public.
In this study, the perceptions of respondents on the two extremes of the QoUL scale-those who indicated their QoL was "Extremely Good" and "Poor"/"Extremely Poor"-were studied. The categories of "Poor" and "Extremely Poor" were summarized as one variable indicating the lowest QoUL scores due to the small number of respondents indicating an "Extremely Poor" QoUL. The exact proxy for these groups was the percentage of respondents per ward indicating that they have an "Extremely Good", or "Poor"/"Extremely Poor" overall QoUL. This QoUL percentage was the dependent variable in subsequent analyses relating to the objective influences. Overall, the percentage of respondents indicating an "Extremely Good" or "Poor"/"Extremely Poor" QoUL was 19% and 3%, respectively, for Auckland, 17% and 4%, respectively, for Christchurch, and 26% and 1%, respectively, for Wellington. The spatial distribution of respondents in these two independent variables for the three study areas is illustrated in Figure 1 . For brevity we use the term "Excellent QoUL" rather than "Extremely Good QoUL" throughout the article. 
Principal Components Analysis and Multiple Linear Regression Modeling
The development of an explanatory model for relating factors influencing quality of life has taken many forms. The purpose of most models is first to identify important variables and, subsequently, the relative importance of each variable. Most commonly used models are multiple regression or path analysis (often through structural equation modeling). The advantage of a multiple regression form is that the relative influence of each variable (sometimes referred to as the partial derivative) on the QoUL variable can be empirically derived. Such an approach is commonly used with a hedonic model form, for instance. A disadvantage of a regression model is each variable is expected to be of a functional form (e.g., linear or specific non-linear type) and, most importantly, of an independent nature (uncorrelated). It is rare for the variables to be uncorrelated and attempts to include such correlation (e.g., multiplicative) have strong seldom-known assumptions. Path models attempt to discretize the factors and sub-variables that influence each other and, ultimately, the QoUL factor. Such models assume explicit independence between some variables and direct correlation between others. The issue with all such empirical models is the explicit assumptions of cause-effect variable relations and functional form (linear or other) of the relations.
In this research, a multiple regression model is used to test for correlation between logical groups of independent variables identified through factor analysis and previous QoUL studies. A selected set of indicator variables that others have argued influence perceived QoUL were incorporated in a PCA to eliminate the autocorrelation between variables. A resulting four-component set of factors was then incorporated in a multiple regression model to test for the dominating factors influencing QoUL. A strong correlation with QoUL was determined between only one factor. A partial correlation analysis was subsequently used to untangle the underlying variables in this component that indeed correlate with QoUL.
A partial correlation indicates the strength of the correlation (and significance) between two variables while holding one or more variables constant (in effect, removing the other variables' influence). A partial correlation analysis is a test of the correlation between the remaining residuals from a primary correlation (in this case, education and QoUL). A multiple regression examines the semi-partial correlations while a partial correlation examines the first-order correlations.
The workflow of the PCA and multiple linear regression analysis was as follows. In the first stage, we analyzed the raw variables for correlations using Pearson correlations and scatterplots to determine collinearity in objective variables and the relative linearity in the relationship between the QoUL variables and objective variables. Next, we applied PCA to extract non-correlated indicators of the important variables identified by previous researchers for explaining QoUL, and the components were not rotated. We also examined scatterplots between each QoUL indicator and the components to evaluate the possibility of a non-linear relationship.
Subsequent to the PCA, we employed multiple linear regression to model the importance of each PCA component in predicting subjective quality of life. We conducted the regression analysis with the same components for each of the two QoUL variables (i.e., excellent QoUL and the poor/very poor QoUL). We also conducted the analysis at each step of adding a variable into the equation by examining the possible non-linear correlation between residuals and independent components. In all cases, the relationships were either linear or non-existent. We then used a simple linear regression model for the two statistically significant variables to develop a predictive quality of life model for New Zealand based on objective indicators. Finally, we applied two empirically based predictive models to the subjective data for predicting quality of life for all of New Zealand. We produced maps to spatially illustrate the predicted quality of life.
Results
From the correlation matrix it was clear that many of the variables were correlated (e.g., number of supermarkets, libraries, and stores; personal income and education; ownership of motor vehicles and the number of families in the home) and using them together in a multivariate regression would violate statistical assumptions in a subsequent multivariate analysis.
The objective indicators were subject to a PCA, where four components were extracted, jointly accounting for 84% explained variance ( Table 3 ). All independent variables loaded high (over 68% explained variance by the factor) on at least one factor (with most only loading high on one factor) ( Table 4 ). Based on the raw variables that loaded strongly on the different components, the components were labeled as Urbanization and Population (1), Education and Income (2), Household and Community (3), and Public Green Spaces (4) . The relationships between these four components and the dependent variables of "Excellent QoUL" and "Poor QoUL" were subsequently analyzed in a multiple regression analysis. Table 5 , R 2 of 0.494). However, only Component 2 was statistically related to the excellent QoUL indicator (as judged by the T-score and 0.000 significance level). Component 2 represents education, income, and employment status. The household/community (Component 3) was statistically significant at only the 0.066 level but with a relatively low coefficient (compared to coefficient 2). Thus, only the education/income component is a good predictor of excellent quality of life. All other components, representing proxies for objective indicators found by previous works as important, were not statistically related to excellent QoUL.
The multiple linear regression analysis for the poor QoUL variable resulted in a lesser R 2 value of 0.243 and, again, only Component 2 was significantly related (at the 0.031 significance level). While it was expected that causations for a poor QoUL would be somewhat different, the very weak correlations with subjective variables (as PCA components) were surprising. The causal factors for poor quality of life appear to involve other indicators, in addition to education and income. The relationships between expected objective indicators (urbanization/population, household/community, access to parks) and subjective excellent or poor QoUL responses were not found. This is a similar finding to the non-existent or weak relationships previously noted by other scholars. However, the relationship between the education/income PCA component (number 2) and excellent QoUL was very strong in this analysis. We explored further the individual variables represented by Component 2 (i.e., Education and Income) for a better interpretation. We used a simple linear regression model to predict excellent QoUL by each individual variable (Table 6a ). The percentage of the ward's population with a university degree and median personal income were strong predictors (R 2 of 0.46 and 0.37 respectively). The interpretation of how changes in the percentage of university degrees in a ward results in a percentage change of excellent QoUL in that ward is from the regression coefficient (0.0043). A one percent change in the percentage of university degrees results in a 0.43% change in respondents indicating an excellent QoUL. Simple linear regressions were also conducted with poor/very poor QoUL responses as the dependent variable. Using the percentage of university degrees as the independent variable resulted in an R 2 of 0.17. The relationship with median personal income was even lower. As noted earlier, the causes of a poor QoUL response is likely related to objective variables not evaluated in this study.
To help interpret the relative contributions of each of the factors while holding the other factors constant, we used a partial correlation analysis (Tables 7b and 8b for predicting excellent and poor QoUL, respectively). Relatively speaking, the education/income factor explains 45% (R = 0.66974) of the variance, while household/community explains 12% (R = −0.3456) of the variance holding the other factors constant. Clearly, the ward-level averages of the excellent QoUL perception are mostly controlled by education and income related measures. The overall regression model for predicting the percentage of respondents in a ward that indicated a poor QoUL was not as strong (R 2 = 0.2434) as for excellent QoUL but still statistically significant at the 0.10 probability level. Similar to the model for excellent QoUL, only one parameter estimate was statistically significant at the 0.10 level-factor 2 (education/income). Also consistent is the functional relationship between the education/income factor and poor QoUL, a negative relationship as compared to the positive relationship with excellent QoUL. The partial correlations clearly indicate that only education/income is a significant variable in predicting poor QoUL. The education/income factor explains 16% of the variance when holding all other factor effects constant. Five variables loaded strongly on Factor 2 in the factor analysis. Using these five raw variables and the three factors, a new multiple regression was used to examine the dominant variables in Factor 2 that correlated with excellent and poor QoUL ( Table 9 ). The new model was highly significant (R 2 = 0.5909). Only one variable (percent of the population with a degree), other than the intercept, was statistically significant. Interpreting the coefficient (i.e., first derivative) for this variable, it can be said that a 1% change in the percentage of the population with a degree would result in a 0.50% change in the percentage of population claiming excellent QoUL. The partial correlations also substantiate this strong relationship (R = 0.41) between population with a degree and excellent QoUL (Table 10) . This is the only statistically significant variable. Table 10 . Results of the partial regression analysis predicting excellent QoUL from the five Factor 2 variables and three factors. Assume for the moment that education and income are the only variables important in predicting excellent or poor QoUL. Are both contributing to changes in QoUL or is one the controlling variable to QoUL while the other is merely influenced by the controlling variable (and thus, autocorrelated)? We specifically examine the hypothesis that education was the dominant influence on QoUL while income was not (Table 11 ). Table 11 . Results of the partial correlation analysis predicting excellent and poor QoUL from the hypothesized dominant education/income variables. Only one variable was significantly correlated with QoUL-percentage of population with a degree. The partial correlation (Pearson) between the percentage with a degree and excellent QoUL while controlling for median household income was 0.555. The correlation of percentage with a degree and poor QoUL was −0.316. Both were statistically significant at the 0.10 probability level. On the other hand, the partial correlation between median household income and excellent QoUL, while controlling for the population with a degree, was only −0.03 and not statistically significant. Median household income was also not significantly correlated with poor QoUL. These results strongly suggest the dominant factor in predicting either excellent or poor QoUL perception was education level rather than household income. One might argue that other variables should be included in the analysis, such as those used in the factor analysis. However, none of the other factors were significantly correlated with either QoUL measure. This partial correlation analysis precludes the apparently small influences of other variables on predicting QoUL.
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We further plotted and mapped the residuals for perceived excellent QoUL and income ( Figure  2a ) and perceived excellent QoUL and education (Figure 2b) . For both variables, the QoUL of the Waiheke ward was the most under-predicted ward, indicating that the prediction model does not fit well for this area. One may speculate that the high QoUL in Waiheke can be attributed to the socially and culturally diverse nature of the island, with a flourishing creative sector, or to the beautiful natural setting of the island. Perhaps the integration of more community and environmental variables would help to provide a comprehensive understanding of factors influencing high QoUL in Waiheke. In contrast to the QoUL under-prediction in Waiheke, QoUL was most over-predicted for the Papakura ward with the income-based prediction model. This too may be attributed to the distinct social nature of the ward, which constitutes the heart of issue-plagued South Auckland. The area is characterized by the country's highest rate of overcrowding and above average numbers of unqualified and unemployed youths. More social and community variables would need to be analyzed to improve the QoUL prediction for Papakura. Figure 2c indicates that the education-based QoUL model works best in smaller, central wards, while generally under-predicting QoUL for larger, semi-rural, outskirt wards. The mapped residuals for quality of life and income (Figure 2c) show a less distinct pattern, with only slight spatial autocorrelation in central Wellington and Auckland. One of our final goals was to map quality of life from objective indicators. As the relationships with education/income and those perceiving an excellent quality of life were strong, we focused on these relationships to build predictive models for all wards in New Zealand (Figure 3 ). For comparison between models and for comparing to the original subjective responses, we used a Likert scale for displaying the modeled QoUL in the maps (in accordance with the Likert scale QoUL measure used in the NZ Quality of Life Survey). 
Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we determined that 46% of the variation in perceived "Excellent" QoUL can be predicted with either the variable of education or income. In terms of education, these findings align with those of Liao [6] , while Pittau et al. [22] also identified income as a predictor of "life satisfaction". The R 2 value of 0.49 obtained in the multiple linear regression between the subjective variable of "Excellent QoUL" and Component 2 (Education & Income) or the single objective variables of education (R 2 = 0.49) or income (R 2 = 0.37) exceed the R 2 values determined in prior studies of aggregate spatial scales utilizing linear regression by up to 10%. For example, Oswald and Wu's [10] empirical study at the state level found a modestly strong relationship (R 2 = 0.36) between objective variables and subjective QoUL. Türksever and Atalik [11] determined an R 2 value of 0.326 between a number of objective variables and the dependent variable of "Satisfaction" for Istanbul). McCrea [8] found the two latent variables of subjective access and subjective overcrowding in his structural equation model explaining 34% of the variance in subjective QoUL. All other objective variables previously identified as predicting subjective QoUL, at least in a minimal way, were found to have no relationship with QoUL. This observation can, to some degree, perhaps be traced back to the spatial scope in which a given study is conducted-a problem well known to geographers as the modifiable areal unit problem [23] . This principle suggests that the higher the level of data aggregation is, the stronger the correlations will be, due to the so-called scale effect [24] , making all results conditional to the scale and aggregation level on which they were conducted [25] . However, the present study at ward level found a stronger relationship between objective factors and subjective QoUL than the studies conducted by Türksever and Atalik [11] at city level and Oswald & Wu [10] at the state level, indicating that perhaps different factors, or different functional models, need to be considered at different spatial scales. While variables such as climate or pollution may well play a role between large areas, located far from one another, or in a single study region (such as Istanbul in the study by Türksever and Atalik), they are unlikely to be perceived differently (affecting QoUL) among neighboring wards. On the other end of the spectrum, measures such as accessibility may only make sense in small-scale, individual analyses, since these possibly vary greatly within a ward, the effects of which are entirely lost through generalization. This observation has critical implications for planners and policy makers, as it emphasizes the need for carefully considered indicator selection when examining QoUL on a micro level. Depending on the scale of analysis and the aims of a QoUL study, we recommend probing what may influence subjective QoUL with focus group interviews that ask broader questions to get an understanding of general themes people consider important. For example, these interviews could include open ended questions like "What do you understand quality of urban life to mean?", "What makes you feel something good about [the study area]?", "What makes you feel something bad about [the study area]?". Once recurring themes have been established, these findings can be incorporated into the design of a broader questionnaire designed in a more codable manner (e.g., using the Likert scale) which can be widely administered to capture broad public opinion on pertinent matters.
Another reason for discrepancies between studies lies in the choice of proxies for objective QoUL. While many indicators, such as sociodemographic variables and other census data, are clearly defined and, thus, directly transferable to other study areas, others are not. For instance, the loosely defined variable of "urban green" can either be measured by relative area of parks (as in this study), with the inherent limitation that sharp ward boundaries in the analysis create barriers where there are in fact none (i.e., someone living at the edge of a ward may well utilize the facilities of an adjacent ward), or by using measures such as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), which may positively impact the green rating by including green areas that are not accessible (i.e., the neighbor's garden). The same issues hold true for variables such as government service provision (annual expenditure, total facilities, accessibility to facilities), accessibility (which facilities are included, relative number, facility quality), and so on. Naturally, composite indicators can be created to include many variables into any one proxy; however, this again may lead to varying results based on the respective weights assigned to each variable and how these weights were derived (expert opinions, statistical models, etc.). As such, any chosen proxy will have its limitations and lead to varying results between QoUL studies. It should perhaps be a matter of future work to determine appropriate proxies for objective indicators, by further refining QoUL surveys to determine what influences a person's satisfaction with a given life aspect.
Furthermore, we determined that subjective "Excellent QoUL" and subjective "Poor QoUL" are only weakly correlated with each other, indicating that they may, in fact, be explained by different objective factors. We are not aware of others probing the issue of the problem of modeling the extreme classes with the same model. This is also supported in the different magnitude of R 2 between the significant component (Education and Income) and "Excellent" (0.425), respectively, and "Poor" QoUL (0.243) in the multiple regression analyses. This means that a greater number of university degrees/higher median income per ward increases the subjective "Excellent QoUL" to a greater extent than a lesser number of university degrees/a lower median income per ward increases subjective "Poor QoUL". As such, not only indicators measuring high QoUL need to be defined in order to subsequently try to increase the proportion of citizens perceiving high QoUL but indicators explicitly contributing to low QoUL also need to be defined, so that planners and policy makers can explicitly tackle these issues. To this end, the focus group interviews mentioned above could help identify possible explanatory variables. To get a better understanding of each end of the QoUL spectrum, we recommend including open-ended "why" questions in such surveys, so survey participants indicating "Excellent" respectively to "Poor" QoUL can explicitly state their reasons for doing so. This would enable future studies to clearly define their aims (is high or low QoUL being examined) and create targeted indicators, rather than simply assuming that low QoUL is a negative outcome of high QoUL. This is of particular relevance to planners and policy makers, since most planning initiatives are concerned with increasing the QoUL of poorly rated areas (at any given scale) rather than further increasing the QoUL of highly rated areas. Therefore, initiatives with the specific aim of increasing the QoUL of a given area need to focus on identifying and mitigating the QoUL-limiting factors rather than aiming to replicate or match characteristics of positively rated areas.
Furthermore, this study provides a basis for understanding urban ecosystem interactions, since aspects such as equity to park access or the so-called "luxury effect" [26, 27] can subsequently be examined in conjunction with social stratification and perceived quality of life. As such, several studies have found a relationship between the variables of education and income and vegetation structure and diversity in urban parkland [28] , indicating an unequal "quality" of urban facilities based on demographics, which one could subsequently expect to be reflected in perceived QoUL. Therefore, future studies of urban quality of life should explicitly incorporate not only the presence/absence of certain objective indicators but also the equity of their accessibility to all population groups and their respective "quality".
Much work remains to understand the influences of factors on the subjective quality of life. Importantly, the development of a predictive model that is robust across more than one geographic area is elusive. Further, the problem of the appropriate scale of analysis underlies all studies. Our future work will focus on teasing apart the variables of high QoUL and poor QoUL, and subsequently identifying and constructing meaningful indicators for explaining the remaining 64% of variance currently not explained by linear models. 
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